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TRANSFER OF TECHNOLOGY IN MAINTENANCE TOOLS 

H. DELORME. J.P. CARTRY 

MANIPULATORS / ROQOTIC SERVICE ARMS 

For maximum reliability of maintenance operations, FRAMATOME 
has aimed to improve the accessibility of highly irradie ed 
and contaminated reactor coolant system equipment by the 
active promotion'of an automation and robotization straw- ••>. 

A numt.r of robot designs have been developed, providing re
placement of operators inside the steam generator channel 
head, smooth handling of hesvy or cumbersome objects in this 
tone, easy marking of steam generator tubes and Increased 
speed of repetitive channel head operations. 

M».INTENAf^ÇE_SPIOER 
Derived from the inspection spider, the maintenance spider can 
provide handling and positioning inside the channel head of 
tooling for operations such as tube plugging, tube sheet 
hole machining, welding, etc... 
Framatome's maintenance spiders can be used in 600, 900 and 
UOO MWe power plants. 
Also most inspection spiders used all over the world were 
drvclo|»xJ under * FRAMATOME licence. 



The spiders developed by FRAMATCME arc installed very quickly 
and are particularly adapted tn cube by tube light operations 
and can be used on the entire tube-sheet. 

TïïSïî-ÏSSÎS.E5ï!S.5259î£.5§SïïS.î5!î 
The manipulator arm used for steam generator tube sheet 

servicing consists of an arm moving in the horizontal plane, 

with two actuators driven by motor-rtducer units and controlled 

by potentiometers. 

The two actuators combine in the horizontal plane to form a service 

arm that can cover the entité tube sheet surface. 

The arm is remo'tc-oparatad from an electronic control rack on a 

"master-slave" basis. 

This type of arm can replace channel head operatora for services 

such as tube sheet repair, sleeving, welding, CCTV inspection or 

eddy current testing. 

It is a heavy duty carrier using heavy tools easily installed 

for pre-loeated work and numerous operations as a limited 

number of tubes. 

R_:_THETA ROBOTIC SERVME ARM 

For its steam generator tube sheet servicing operations, FRAMATOME 

has developed an R - TUB» service arm that can handle machining 

systems heavier than those handled by the THETA / THETA PRIME. 

I! takes the form of a vertical mast and an arm supporting a 

UxiJ i:arripr. 



Tools -ire sci up and replaced by means of an elevator which can 
pénétrât* directly into the channel head to connect up with 
m e arm. 
R - THETA arm motion is controlled by a microprocessor in a remotely 
located control station. 
This type of carrier can be used to perform operations such a* tube 
sheet repair and sleeving. 
It uses light tooling for precise repetitive work on the entire surface 
of the tubesheet. 

REHOTG_MANIPULATOR_ARH 
The latest of the service arms to be developed,by FRAMATOME, the 
remote manipulator arm can be moved accroas a steam generator 
tube sheet in a step sequence by means of a mobile platform, 
the S gripper spider assembly, that is connected to a tool 
carrier arm with anthropomorphic modular design. 
Remote manipulator arm traiel and operation are microprocessor -
controlled. The manipulator is now operational for the entire 
range of channel-head operations : tube plugging, tube-sheet 
hole machining, eddy current inspection, CCTV inspection, 
welding, etc 
The remote manipulator arm is a clever combination of the 
advantages offered by all the other FRAMATOME . developed 
maintenance robots : high - speed, high - mobility spider 
travel and complete coverage of the tube sheer by a service 
rtrm. 
FRAMATCME plans to adapt the remote manipul.itcir firm for ser
vicing .if areas other than the SG tube ahevi. by modifying 
ihi' tiail carrier design. 



QUALIFICATION 

FRAMATOME has always enforced a stringent tool systems and 
services -jualification policy. This policy has been applied 
to all the manipulators and service arms designed by its 
Maintenance Division. 

These manipulator arms are primarily used as tool carriers 
during steam generator channel head repair operations. 
They provide a steep reduction in radiation exposure, by 
restricting or even eliminating human intervention in the 
channel head. 
Guided and programmed travel enables these robots to perform 
safe and efficient maintenance on highly - irradiated difficult -
to - reach plant equipment. 
All these automats and robots are used during outages after the 
tools described below have enabled the channel head to be isola
ted at the primary nozzle level. 



CHANNEL HEAD FOLDING COVER PLATE 

The steam generator primary - side comprises a hemispherical 
channel head welded to the tuoe plate and separated into two 
chambers by a divider plate. 
Each channel head chamber is connected by a nozzle to the 
reactor vessel and comprises a manway which provides access for 
inspection and maintenance. 
Folding cover plates are used to isolate the primary nozzles 
for SS inspection and'maintenance operations during reactor 
shutdown. Not using folding covet* plates would substantially 
increase reactor shutdown time for GS Maintenance, 

Having entered the channel heed through the manway, the member 
of the maintenance staff places the folding cover plate over 
the reactor coolant nozzle opening, since the diameter of the 
folding cover plate is greater than the diameter of the manway, 
the folding cover plate is taken into the channel head in sections. 

The folding cover plate comprises a center piece and two side 
piemenIs hinged together by two pins. All three elements are equip
ped with iMptivc bolta which nre engaged in the threaded holes located 
on the support pad. 
The center piece is remr<iriva with reinforcing ribs providing 
ravor fluidity. 



ÇOyBR_SEM. 
A cover seal on a diaphragm of the same cross-section as the 
nozzle opening is attached around its edge to the two side 
elements ensuring nozzle leaktightness. 

A member of maintenance staff wearing protective overalls enters 
the SG channel head through the manway and receives the folded 
side elements which he unfolds and places over the nozzle opening. 
He then receives the center piece which he positions within the 
elements installed. Ttie captive bolts, already run onto the cover, 
are threaded into the support pad by hand. 
Bolts are then to'rdued by the torquing machine. 

The channel head cover provides effective isolation of reactor 
coolant nozzle openings and is designed to withstand reactor 
coolant system pressure during plant shutdown. 
The cover is installed with ease and rapidity even when 
maintenance staff are wearing protective clothing. 



TORQUING MACHINE FOR HEAD COVER PLATES 

Once channel head folding covers are in place on steam generator 

channel head inlet and outlet nozzle openings, the bolts are tor-

qued by a remote'controlled "air operated bolt corquing machine", 

this provides a significant reduction in exposure time to plant 

maintenance personnel. 

This torquing machine is composed of : 

. The torquing arm 

. The control unit. 

B?ÊÇ5ï£îï9ïï-2S!.9£SSâ!î95 
A member of the maintenance staff inside the channel head puts the 

folding covers onto the nozzle openings and threads the bolts in. 

The torquing machine is then installed on the cover then the operator 

can leave the high radiation area. 

Pneumatic and electric connections between the controls and the driver 

are bundled inside a single *heath. 

All operations are controlled remotely from the control unit and a 

closed circuit television system permits constant monitoring of 

operations. 

Numerous other tools have been developed by PRAMATOMB Maintenance 

Division, but the above instances are sufficient to demonstrate 

the imparlance which must be given to tooling development. 
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